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ABSTRACT

This study is intended to provide in-depth insights into how design thinking and creativity issues are understood and possibly evolve in the course of design discussions in a company context. For that purpose, we use the seminar transcripts of the Design Thinking Research Symposium 12 (DTRS12) dataset “Tech-centred Design Thinking: Perspectives from a Rising Asia,” which are primarily concerned with how Korean companies implement design thinking and what role designers currently play. We employed a novel method of information processing based on constructed dynamic semantic networks to investigate the seminar discussions according to company representatives and company size. We compared the quantitative dynamics in two seminars: the first involved managerial representatives of four companies, and the second involved specialized designers and management of a design center of single company. On the basis of dynamic semantic networks, we quantified the changes in four semantic measures—abstraction, polysemy, information content, and pairwise word similarity—in chronologically reconstructed individual design-thinking processes. Statistical analyses show that design thinking in the seminar with four companies, exhibits significant differences in the dynamics of abstraction, polysemy, and information content, compared to the seminar with the design center of single company. Both the decrease in polysemy and abstraction and the increase in information content in the individual design-thinking processes in the seminar with four companies indicate that design managers are focused on more concrete design issues, with more information and less ambiguous content to the final design product. By contrast, specialized designers manifest more abstract thinking and appear to exhibit a slightly higher level of divergence in their design processes. The results suggest that design thinking and creativity issues are articulated differently depending on designer roles and the company size.

1. Introduction

1.1. Semantic analysis of design thinking

The cognitive processes that occur inside designer’s mind and underlie the extraordinary ability of solving creative problems are referred to as design thinking [1–5]. Language is a powerful and compelling data source for analyzing knowledge [6] and mental processes [7–9], including design thinking [1,10,11], conversations about design [12], and evaluations of creative projects [13]. Computational processing of language provides critical insights into design-thinking and problem-solving processes [14]. These processes can be modeled by analyzing semantic networks that offer a structured representation of human thinking as an associative system of concepts and semantic connections [15–17]. Nodes in a semantic network represent specific concepts or semantic entities such as words, whereas links refer to mental (semantic) relations, exemplifying how concepts can be accessed from one another [16,18]. Dedicated semantic networks constructed with information extracted from textual data, can be functionally and structurally focused, providing a network representation of external knowledge [19]. Semantic features and patterns have proven their utility in modeling design descriptions [6]. Knowledge connections and construction in networks can promote design thinking and information processing [20].

Semantic analysis based on lexical chains has been used to capture competing interests, their reconciliation, and the resulting agreement in
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design problem solving [14,21]. Forms of language for expressing judgments and identifying semantic resources in linguistic appraisals in design are detailed by Dong [14]. Moreover, semantics-based approaches to design analysis [21,22] emphasize that word relations are essential to understanding design thinking. Noun phrases evolve over the course of a design project and can serve as useful surrogates for measuring the early phase of the mechanical design process when multiple alternatives are generated [23]. The formation of different noun–noun combinations and noun–noun relations reflects the underlying conceptual combination of design ideas. Semantic networks of nouns constructed from verbal data can also be used to investigate creativity in conceptual design and to simulate difficult-to-observe design-thinking processes [9]. Semantic networks are employed as knowledge bases for purposes such as knowledge retrieval, concept association, and the expansion or execution of queries [18].

Alternative qualitative methods for investigating design thinking, such as linkography [12,24–26] or thematic analysis [27], rely on qualified design experts (human raters) to recognize the decisions, activities, and themes that occur during the design-thinking process. Typically, the interrater agreement (consensus) and interrater reliability (consistency) deviate significantly from unity [28] and vary with the academic background or years of research experience of the human raters [29], which introduces a subjective error into the analyzed data and limits the reproducibility of results by independent research teams [30]. In addition, qualitative data are comprehensible to humans, but are unusable by computer algorithms, which can only interpret and work with accurate quantitative data.

In this study, we employ semantic networks as a robust, objective, and highly reproducible alternative to qualitative methods, because the quantification of different semantic measures can be fully automated and executed by a computer program in the absence of any design experts or human raters. The computational method employs Natural Language Processing scripts to extract nouns from conversation transcripts, construct dynamic semantic networks of nouns, and automatically quantify different semantic measures of interest based on WordNet 3.1 (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/). By eliminating human raters from coding the design conversation transcripts, we can ensure maximal 100% reproducibility in the constructed dynamic semantic networks and their corresponding quantitative semantic measures.

1.2. Measures on semantic networks for analysis of design thinking

Recent research has fostered a number of approaches to analyze design thinking based on semantic networks [11,31,32] or information use in the thinking process of designers based on the dynamics of networks of linked data [33]. There are three main advantages to using dynamic semantic networks to model human creativity. First, the method is applicable to studying any cognitive processes occurring in the human mind that can be verbalized [8]. Second, a large number of information theoretic semantic measures can be computed from transcribed design conversations using available natural language processing Python scripts [34] and WordNet [11]. Third, dynamic semantic networks can be computer-generated, visualized, and used by designers in real time.

From a structured view of information processing, semantic networks or knowledge graphs can be explicit representations of personal knowledge about the world [5]. Design knowledge representation has informative and reasoning advantages when networks with semantic relationships of design terms are used, and semantic measures on such networks have been used for design process characterization [25].

Previous study analyzed the Design Thinking Research Symposium 10 (DTRS10) dataset of design problem-solving conversations, with a focus on the temporal dynamics of semantic factors that quantify real-world human problem-solving processes in the design educational context [11]. Using a large set of semantic measures, that study found that the dynamics of three semantic factors—semantic similarity, information content and polysemy—can predict the success of generated ideas in an educational context [11]. In particular, the divergence of semantic similarity, increased information content, and decreased polysemy were significant features of successful design solutions.

1.3. Information exchange when designing and analyzing designing

Information exchange can be achieved in multiple ways, including through mechanical, electrical, and natural interactions [36]. The most common methods of natural interaction are gesture, eye-movement, and voice interactions [37]. Here, we focused mainly on the information exchange through language [8] that occurs between participants of design seminars in a company context [38].

Semantic analysis of technology-supported idea generation of professional designers shows that semantic factors precisely delineate the differences between design thinking sessions supported by Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and non-ICT-supported sessions [39]. Semantic factors characterizing discussions when designing can account for specific creativity aspects such as originality or feasibility of the outcome [40]. Therefore, information exchange in the form of conversations or discussions in design thinking is essential for understanding, aiding, and improving the design thinking as a process [18, 25].

When analyzing or discussing design thinking, information exchange is essential for aiding and improving design thinking in practice. For example, information-seeking, analysis, and reflection practices positively influence team performance, and most importantly, outcome innovation [41]. Lee et al. [42] also compared conversations describing designing and design sessions about design thinking. Their analysis focused on categorizing issues, and the findings showed that significantly more functional and structure-related issues were discussed when describing the designing process. Discussions about design might provide particular insights into the overall mechanisms of the design-thinking process. In a recent study, roles in the design-thinking process were distinguished in terms of communication and its cohesion [43]. Integration of different stakeholder perspectives is particularly relevant for the case of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [44].

1.4. Research questions

This study is intended to provide in-depth insights into how design thinking and creativity issues are understood and evolve in the course of design discussions between professionals, intra- and inter-organizationally, based on semantic networks and their dynamics. Seminar transcripts from the Design Thinking Research Symposium 12 (DTRS12) dataset were used. The analysis focuses on the differences in the networks and graphs pertaining to participants from big companies and SMEs. These differences and their dynamics over time would shed light on the reasons for the minority role of design and creativity in the latter companies from the South Korean perspective, as outlined in the Introduction of DTRS12 [38]. Furthermore, they offer new avenues for intervention to address these and related issues.

Our main research questions are as follows: (1) “What are the temporal dynamics of quantitative semantic measures, such as abstraction [45], polysemy [46], information content [47], and semantic similarity [48], in the individual design-thinking process of designers in the company context?” (2) “How do the observed dynamics of those semantic measures compare to the previously reported [11] association between divergent thinking and creativity in the educational academic context?” and (3) “How are design thinking and creativity issues articulated in companies of different size and by different designer roles?”

The practical significance of having a quantitative description of design creativity in the form of dynamic semantic networks is that they can be reverse engineered for the future development of artificial intelligence (AI) co-creative partner systems [49]. In contrast to
qualitative data, which are only comprehensible to humans [27, 50], quantitative data can be used by computer programs for control and navigation toward a certain computational goal. For example, the general qualitative statement that creativity is exercised through divergent combination of distant ideas [51] is poorly defined and does not exclude combination of ideas that are completely unrelated to the design problem that has been posed. In contrast, having a precise percentage of divergence that occurs in the work of human designers could be used by AI cocreative partners (computer programs) to evolve an initial sketch of a solution into a number of possible design solutions from which the human designer is able to choose. Because the adoption of AI cocreative partner systems will be spearheaded by commercial companies, before AI systems are available for personal use, the quantitative characteristics of design creativity in the company context are worth investigating, as they will lay the foundation for such AI development.

2. Selected semantic measures and their roles in the design process

2.1. Abstraction in design thinking and problem solving

Expert design thinkers engage in stepping back or moving between levels of abstraction [52]. A low level of abstraction was observed when the design thinking is concrete and directly related to the physical variables of the design. By contrast, a high level of abstraction is related to the essence of the design problem [52]. Abstraction has been observed to increase over lifetime and is related to the expertise levels of design thinkers. The abstraction is inhibited in case of group design thinking [53].

Overall, compared to specific ways of thinking, abstract thinking can lead to open-ended and, therefore, novel ideas [54, 55]. Generalization and abstraction have been linked to the formation of semantic networks [56]. Furthermore, the generation of multiple unique ideas is enhanced by the availability of abstract text stimuli [57]. Therefore, abstraction is an essential feature of creative idea generation and design thinking [58].

2.2. Polysemy in design thinking and problem solving

Polysemy, the potential of a word to possess multiple meanings [9], has been investigated by scholars interested in the early stages of design problem solving. The average polysemy of design ideas was found to be significantly correlated with their originality ratings in a design task in which a new design idea had to be generated from two given base concepts [9, 59]. Georgiev and Taura [46] identified polysemy as a characteristic feature of successful ideas considered in the final solution of design conversations. Polysemy demonstrates the multiplicity of significations in a designed object [60].

Overall, different manifestations of creativity seem to operate through concepts that exhibit high levels of polysemy. Polysemy has been identified as an essential manifestation of the flexibility, adaptability, and richness of the meaning potential of a language [61]. Polysemy also provides flexible patterns for cognitive operations that support creativity at various levels [62]. Moreover, creative inspiration can originate in polysemy, allowing for the examination of the diverse meanings of related concepts [63].

2.3. Information content in design thinking and problem solving

Information content is a quantitative measure of the amount of information transmitted by a specific language unit in a certain context [11]. Ontology-based computation of information content has shown great potential for analyzing problem solving, because it is better correlated with human judgments than corpora-based computation of information content [64]. Words (concepts) with higher information content are less likely to occur in general contexts [65]. The information content between links using Shannon’s concept of entropy was used to measure design fixation [66]. The latter study illustrates how the theory can be applied to locate and measure design fixation during particular segments of design-thinking sessions [66]. Furthermore, information content has been useful for detecting high creativity scores during design sessions [12] and determining the usefulness of solutions generated in design thinking [67].

2.4. Semantic similarity in design thinking and problem solving

Semantic similarity quantifies the strength of the semantic relationships between pairs of words. In the design-thinking process, semantic similarity was related to the novelty of a design produced by combining two initial concepts [68]. Extensive analysis of real-world design problem solving has demonstrated that convergence and divergence in design thinking are faithfully captured by the dynamics of semantic similarity in the constructed semantic networks of nouns [11]. In particular, successful ideas manifest decreased semantic similarity and increased information content over time, a combination that is considered a hallmark of divergent thinking [11]. Latent Semantic Analysis can also be used to assess semantic similarity on a macro level between different texts in the context of problem solving [69]. The role of semantic similarity in design is highlighted by the finding that the degree of similarity or dissimilarity of noun–noun combinations is related to creativity by yielding emergent properties in idea generation [70].

Conceptual distances, which represent the degree of similarity between ideas or concepts, have been employed in a combinational creativity approach [32]. Similarities or conceptual distances can be evaluated using different approaches [18]. However, in general, the conceptual distances between the base and additional ideas relate to the degree of creativity of the idea combination, suggesting that distant related ideas are potentially more creative [32].

3. Methods

3.1. Dataset overview and purpose of the design seminars

This study uses the Design Thinking Research Symposium 12 (DTRS12) “Tech-centred Design Thinking: Perspectives from a Rising Asia” dataset. The starting point of the dataset is how Korean companies implement design thinking and what role designers will play now and in the future. Moreover, this coincides with the current global need for academia to cooperate with industry in developing knowledge and skills that are more readily available and applicable [38].

The in situ data of the dataset comprise recorded transcripts of two seminars (workshops) with high-ranking managers and company employees. The workshops were organized with participants from five Korean companies, ranging from conglomerate (chaebol) to medium-sized companies [38]. The first seminar involved representatives from four companies, including a conglomerate, two smaller companies, and a marketing consultancy. Hereinafter, it is denoted as the “seminar with four companies” (Fig. 1). The second seminar was conducted with a large Korean pharmaceutical company, which has a broader product range than only medical related products. Hereinafter, it is denoted as the “seminar with design center.” The original language used in the DTRS12 workshop was Korean. The conversation transcripts in the DTRS12 dataset were provided both in Korean and in parallel English translation.

The design seminars were intended for individual participants to reconstruct their design process into a chronologically ordered sequence of design stages and elaborate on their design thinking at each stage (Fig. 2). In both seminars, participants were aided by the same large card set, in which each card depicted a distinct activity or aspect of the design process. Each participant was asked to select a subset of cards from the large card set that best matched the stages of their own design process and explain their ongoing design thinking with the help of the given cards [38]. The verbal reports obtained were both personal reflections.
Fig. 1. General overview of the design seminars in the DTRS12 dataset. Participants in the seminar used a large set of cards to reconstruct the stages of their individual design-thinking process, after which they described the various design activities and explained the rationale behind them.

Fig. 2. Large card set and an example of a reconstructed individual design-thinking process. (A) Dark blue cards in the large card set represent general stages of the design process, whereas light blue cards describe detailed activities. Empty (blank) cards were also included that could be used in case a design aspect or activity was missing. (B) The reconstructed individual design-thinking process of designer P1 consists of 6 stages ordered chronologically as: Ideation, Simulation, Testing, Analysis, Synthesis and Decision. Each design stage contains a number of corresponding detailed design activities.
on the design-thinking process and a chronological mental replay of the stages of the design process. This latter fact justifies our subsequent semantic analysis of the DTRS12 dataset as a study of the design-thinking process in the company context, even though actual design conversations for the development of concrete commercial products were not provided in the DTRS12 dataset to protect company secrets.

3.1.1. Seminar with four companies
Participants with high-ranking managerial roles (design managers) participated in the seminar with four companies (Fig. 1). These were from an SME (the participant is denoted hereinafter as N), from a large company (denoted as S), from a marketing consultancy (denoted as C), and from another SME (two participants denoted as H1 and H2). Two university researchers also participated in the seminars (denoted as R1 and R2), with minor facilitating roles in the conversations.

3.1.2. Seminar with design center of a company
In this seminar, there were five participants (specialized designers) from a pharmaceutical company which has a broader product range than only medical related products [38]. The roles of the specialized designers in the company were product design (hereinafter denoted as P1), graphic design (denoted as P2), intern (denoted as P3), creative design (denoted as P4), design center chief (not actively participating in the conversation, thus not further denoted here), and university researcher (denoted as R).

3.2. Semantic networks
Semantic networks can be used to computationally model conceptual structures and associations [15,31]. The method employed in this study uses semantic networks that represent concepts (meanings and words) as nodes in a graph, and relationships as links between the nodes. The understanding of an issue can be represented through a semantic network or graph. The process of discussing an issue and finding a solution can be understood using a semantic network that changes over time [11,40]. A practical way to analyze discussions is by computing graph-theoretic measures from constructed graphs based on workshop discussion transcripts, in which the participants clarify design and creativity issues.

To construct dynamic semantic networks of nouns, we used the conversation transcripts from the DTRS12 seminars. First, we cleaned the conversation transcripts by removing images, speaker names, and all indications of non-verbal expressions, such as laughter or exclamations. Second, we processed the clean text using part-of-speech tagging performed by the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [34] with the TextBlob library [71]. Third, we extracted singular and plural nouns in the order of their occurrence. Each noun was written onto a new line in plain .txt files. Fourth, we processed all the nouns by converting the plural forms to singular forms using custom Python scripts, and excluded those nouns that were not listed in WordNet 3.1 [72,73].

The following is a sample of graph-theoretic functions and measures that are computed with the use of WordNet 3.1 hypernym–hyponym (is-a) hierarchy of nouns (Fig. 3), which was rendered as a graph composed of word nodes, meaning nodes, and directed links between the nodes [11].

![Semantic functions](image-url)
Path is a finite sequence of links that connects a sequence of nodes [74].

Depth is the number of meaning nodes located on the shortest path from the root meaning node to a meaning node that subsumes the word node of interest.

Abstraction is the complement to unity of the shortest path distance from the root to a meaning node subsuming the word of interest, normalized to the maximal shortest path from the root in the graph of meanings [11]. For example, in Fig. 3A the shortest path to word x from the root is through nodes 2 and 7, with a distance of 2 links between the meaning nodes. The maximal shortest path from the root in the graph of meanings consists of 3 links between meaning nodes, whereas the maximum depth is 4 meaning nodes.

Polysemy is the number of direct links between a word node and its meaning nodes [46]. For example, in Fig. 3B, the polysemy of the word x is 2.

Information content is the bits of information carried by a node inside the graph. The normalized information content of a node is computed from the commonness of the node by the following formula IC(x) = \log(C(x)/C_{max})/\log(C_{min}/C_{max}), where C(x) is the commonness of x, C_{min} is the minimal commonness and C_{max} is the maximal commonness in WordNet 3.1 [47].

Semantic similarity is the information content of the lowest common subsumer (LCS) of two words [48].

We are particularly interested in the quantitative description of human design thinking that can be inferred from these networks and graphs. The temporal dynamics of semantic measures could identify real-world processes in human design thinking that are relevant to the evolution and outcomes of discussion and could provide insight into how communication affects the development of knowledge in the conversation, in particular, furnishing a structured representation of knowledge communicated during the conversation (explanation with cards activity).

### 3.3. Temporal dynamics of semantic measures

To quantify the dynamics of understanding design and creativity issues, the conversations for each individual design-thinking process were divided into three approximately equal parts based on word count (Fig. 4). This division into parts was made into whole sentences, ensuring that all conversation parts contained at least five distinct nouns. The average values of the semantic measures were then calculated for each part, and three time periods were obtained \( t \in \{1,2,3\} \).

We used the English translation of the DTRS12 dataset to construct the dynamic semantic networks of concepts. The quantitative results obtained from the English text are expected to be largely language-independent because of the general characteristics of the computational method employed, whose primary focus is on concepts regardless of the particular language into which these concepts are translated. First, the concepts in the semantic network include only nouns, and not verbs, adjectives, or adverbs. Thus, the language grammar of sentences is irrelevant to the constructed semantic networks. Second, while the temporal dynamics is sensitive to the order of appearance of the nouns, the design conversations were divided into temporal parts using whole sentences. Consequently, the method is not affected by the language-specific ordering of nouns in a sentence. Third, the hypernym–hyponym (is-a) hierarchy of nouns in WordNet 3.1, is encoded in the core graph of meanings and their subordination. For example, the word “sky” with meaning vertex M09459612 is a kind of “atmosphere” with meaning vertex M09233511. The graph relation between the vertices M09233511–M09459612 is not affected by the translation of the monosemous words “sky” or “atmosphere” into another language. In fact, the word interface could be replaced by a pictorial one—for example, by replacing the word “sky” with a photo image of a blue sky—without affecting the essence of the constructed semantic network. The only possible difference between WordNets in different languages could occur for polysemous words, which have more than one meaning [11]. Unfortunately, a direct assessment of the effect of polysemy on semantic networks constructed with the English WordNet 3.1 or the Korean WordNet (http://wordnet.kaist.ac.kr/) is precluded, because the Korean WordNet project is only in its initial state of development. For example, while the English WordNet subnet of nouns contains 82,192 synsets (meaning vertices) and 158,441 words (word vertices), the Korean WordNet currently contains only 9714 synsets and 8270 words. We believe that our demonstration of the utility of the English WordNet for the semantic analysis of English text will entice the development, completion, and successful use of WordNets in other languages.
3.4. Examples

The examples listed in Table 1 illustrate the possible temporal changes that can be quantified with dynamic semantic networks. Information content is calculated according to a logarithmic formula using the commonness of a node (word) [47] and semantic similarity is determined by the information content of the lowest common subsumer (meaning) of a pair of words [48]. This selection was grounded in previous research, in which these formulae demonstrated high statistical power and were significant predictors of the outcomes of design problem-solving conversations [11]. Moreover, they are comparatively easy to calculate; thus, they can be easily implemented in the envisioned real-time analysis of design conversations.

The first column of Table 1 lists a set of five initial words (nouns): ‘business, design, process, purpose, view’. The four semantic measures of this set, abstraction, polysemy, information content, and semantic similarity, were calculated to be 0.767, 7.000, 0.498 and 0.521, respectively. When in the course of a conversation, a new word is introduced, for example ‘order’, the overall values of the four semantic measures, abstraction, polysemy, information content, and semantic similarity, become 0.769, 8.333, 0.477 and 0.447, respectively, resulting in increased abstraction and polysemy, and decreased information content and semantic similarity.

3.5. Main comparisons of individual design processes

We analyzed the sessions of the two seminars, focusing on individual explanations of their own design processes (Fig. 5). For the seminar with four companies, this was Session I, whereas for the seminar with the design center of the pharmaceutical company, this was the sole session of the seminar (Fig. 6). As these explanations were not static and, in most cases, the main speaker received questions and comments, we explored the dynamics of these conversations.

A comparison of design thinking based on designer roles was performed by dividing participants into two seminar groups: in the seminar with four companies, the participants were design managers, whereas in the seminar with the design center of the pharmaceutical company, the participants were specialized designers.

A comparison of design thinking based on company size was performed by dividing participants into two other groups: participants N, C, H1 and H2 represent designers from small and medium-sized companies, whereas participants from the pharmaceutical company P1–P4 and company 5 represent designers from large companies. The criterion for a large company was an annual revenue exceeding USD 1 billion.

3.6. Statistics

Statistical analyses of the constructed semantic networks were performed using SPSS version 23 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). The dynamics of the semantic measures were evaluated using a two-factor ANOVA, where company type was the first factor and time was the second factor. The Holm–Bonferroni method was applied to correct for multiple comparisons [75,76]. Both uncorrected and corrected p-values are reported in the main text.

4. Results

4.1. Dynamics of abstraction in the individual design-thinking process

A comparison of the temporal dynamics of abstraction in the individual design-thinking processes of design managers and specialized designers showed statistically significant difference (two-factor ANOVA: \( F_{1,21} = 7.06, \) uncorrected \( p = 0.015; \) corrected \( p = 0.045; \) Fig. 7A). The level of abstraction in the design thinking of the design managers in the seminar with four companies was lower at each time period; therefore, their attention appeared to focus on more concrete design issues. The individual design-thinking processes of specialized designers in the seminar with the design center followed the same dynamic trend from higher initial abstraction to lower final abstraction; however, the abstraction was higher on average. Notably, for both seminars, the focus on more concrete issues appeared toward the end of the design process. This temporal tendency toward decreased abstraction is consistent with a fuzzy front end in the initial stages of the design process and establishes a general pattern of addressing more abstract design aspects before proceeding to more specific ones.

A comparison of design thinking based on the company size showed similar dynamics of abstraction from high to low in both large and small companies; however, the level of abstraction was significantly higher for large companies at each time period, consistent with the employment of specialized designers (two-factor ANOVA: \( F_{1,21} = 9.76, \) uncorrected \( p = 0.005; \) corrected \( p = 0.02)\).

4.2. Dynamics of polysemy in the individual design-thinking process

The dynamics of polysemy in the individual design-thinking process of design managers at the seminar with four companies and specialised designers in the seminar with design center also exhibited statistically significant difference (two-factor ANOVA: \( F_{\text{time}} = 8.961, \) uncorrected \( p = 0.005; \) corrected \( p = 0.02; \) Fig. 7B). The design thinking of design managers showed a temporal tendency toward decreased polysemy (an overall drop of 12.5% at time period 3 compared to time period 1); therefore, the conversations appeared to use words with fewer meanings and lower ambiguity at the end. The trend of design thinking by specialized designers exhibits different characteristics, with an overall increase in polysemy in time periods 2 and 3 compared to period 1. If we consider polysemy as an indication of a creative combination of ideas, one plausible interpretation is that the specialization of designers leads to a more creative combination, whereas designers with managerial roles are expected to solve concrete organizational problems that are more tightly constrained by available physical resources and realities.

A comparison of design thinking based on the company size showed that polysemy was significantly higher for large companies, which is consistent with the employment of specialized designers (two-factor ANOVA: \( F_{1,21} = 8.64, \) uncorrected \( p = 0.008; \) corrected \( p = 0.024)\).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example set of semantic networks (increased ↑ or decreased ↓ after addition of a word).</th>
<th>Semantic measures</th>
<th>Abstraction</th>
<th>Polysemy</th>
<th>Information content</th>
<th>Semantic similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>business, design, process, purpose, view</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ order</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>8.333</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ competition</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>6.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ time</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>7.500</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ commercialization</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ point</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>10.167</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ issue</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>7.667</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ dominance</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>6.500</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Dynamics of information content in the individual design-thinking process

The individual design-thinking processes of design managers in the seminar with four companies and specialized designers in the seminar with the design center exhibited significant differences in information content dynamics (two-factor ANOVA: $F_{1,21} = 6.731$, uncorrected $p = 0.017$; corrected $p = 0.034$; Fig. 7C). The temporal increase in information content in the design thinking appears to convey a higher amount of information regarding design issues and final design products. The information content in the design thinking of design managers in the seminar with four companies increased by 7.2% from time period 1 to time period 3. This increase in information content was substantially greater than the corresponding increase of 0.8% observed for specialized designers.

A comparison of design thinking based on the company size showed that the information content increased over time in both groups; however, there was no statistically significant difference between the design-thinking processes of designers employed by large or small companies (two-factor ANOVA: $F_{1,21} = 2.34$, $p = 0.14$).

4.4. Dynamics of semantic similarity in the individual design-thinking process

A comparison of the dynamics of semantic similarity in the design thinking of design managers in the seminar with four companies and specialized designers in the seminar with the design center showed no significant difference (two-factor ANOVA: $F_{1,21} = 0.121$, $p = 0.732$; Fig. 7D). It should be noted, however, that in both seminars, semantic similarity decreased on average by 2.4% (with both groups combined) when estimated as the difference between the first and last time periods, thereby lending support to the occurrence of divergent thinking in the act of design creativity.

Similarly, the individual design-thinking processes were not
significantly different based on the company size (two-factor ANOVA: $F_{1,21} = 1.04, p = 0.319$), lending support to the conclusion that design creativity does not depend on designer employment by large or small companies.

5. Discussion

5.1. Abstraction, information content, and divergence in design thinking

Changes in the four semantic measures based on WordNet 3.1 provide precise quantification of the temporal dynamics of the reconstructed individual design-thinking processes. The example provided in Table 1 is derived from the beginning of the actual talk of the participant from company denoted by S in the seminar with four companies (Fig. 5). In this example, the introduction of the sixth word ‘time’ in addition to the set of five initial words ‘business, design, process, purpose, view’ introduces quantifiable changes in the four observed semantic measures, in particular, increase in abstraction and polysemy and decrease in information content and semantic similarity. Such quantification appears to be in line with human judgments about abstraction, polysemy (multiplicity of meanings), information content carried by the addition of a new concept, and the similarity of the addition to the set of initial concepts.

In essence, with semantic measures, we have a practical tool that effectively quantifies characteristics that are, to a large degree, implicit for participants in a particular creative decision-making or design-
output is allowed to deviate from the initial input given by the human
AI is to mimic the quantitative dynamics of semantic measures reported
or innovation potential. Our recommendation for developers of creative
design-thinking trends might help refocusing efforts on higher creativity
co-creative partner programs, based on the prediction of human
computer-supported reinforcement of creativity. The development of AI
provide a promising tool for monitoring design thinking and enabling
modification of given initial design solutions. The dynamic quantifica
tion during early stages of the design-thinking process, focused on divergent
academic context [11]. The individual design-thinking processes of both
general trends observed in creative problem solving in an educational
processes. The findings of the current study are consistent with the
providing insights into creative design-thinking and decision-making
semantic approach rationalizes the distinction between ideas, thereby
increased information content and decreased abstraction and
semantic similarity (Fig. 7). Specialized designers in the seminar with
the design center, however, exhibited a distinct increase in polysemy,
compared to the decreased polysemy observed for design managers in
the seminar with four companies. The results show possible differences
between discussions in these two seminars: (1) conversations about
design thinking and creative problem solving at a more general level and
(2) conversations about design problem solving focused on specific
creative ideas [11]. This outcome is in line with the observed differences
between describing designing and designing. In particular, there were
significantly more function-related and fewer structure-related issues in
conversations describing designing compared to conversations involved
in designing [42]. This finding aligns with the requirement of the
practical integration of disciplines [79] and perspectives [44] as being
essential for design creativity.

5.2. Theoretical and technological implications

The theoretical implications concern the application of the method
of semantic networks to quantify the dynamics of information exchange
during conversations in design thinking. Dynamic quantification em-
ploys four semantic factors known to represent essential processes in
design thinking. The main advantages of the method of semantic net-
works is that it allows for: (1) quantification of design-thinking pro-
cesses and connection with characteristics of the outcomes, such as creativity or innovation potential; (2) comparison of different design-
thinking approaches toward selection of an optimal one; and (3)
reverse engineering of AI co-creative partner programs to assist in the
early stages of the design-thinking process, focused on divergent
modification of given initial design solutions. The dynamic quantifica-
tion of essential processes in design thinking can automate assessment
techniques, for example, the most complex cognitive processes, such as
the utilization of mental models [80]. Thus, dynamic semantic networks
provide a promising tool for monitoring design thinking and enabling
computer-supported reinforcement of creativity. The development of AI
co-creative partner programs, based on the prediction of human
design-thinking trends might help refocusing efforts on higher creativity
or innovation potential. Our recommendation for developers of creative
AI is to mimic the quantitative dynamics of semantic measures reported
in the individual design-thinking process of human designers and
implement percentage divergence as a constraint on how much the AI
output is allowed to deviate from the initial input given by the human
designer.

5.3. Practical and societal implications

This study is intended to contribute to the limited knowledge on the
dynamics of individual design-thinking processes in a company context
(Fig. 2) and differences in how design thinking and creativity are dis-
cussed in practice [42]. Consequently, this study is the first to investi-
gate the dynamics of discussions on design-thinking constructs by
measuring: (1) changes in semantic measures, and (2) differences in
conversations on design thinking in a company context.

The practical implications concern the reported differences in in-
formation exchange with respect to designer roles and company size.
These, for example, can be focused on (1) synchronizing different ar-
ticulations of concrete design-thinking issues discussed by different
participants; and (2) developing interventions with the help of AI
creative partner programs, which record, process, and react to conver-
sations that occur in the company, based on particular semantic factors
in the information exchanged. The performance of these AI co-creative
partner programs can be customized to the size of the companies and
to different roles of designers in the companies. Interventions can ac-
che a higher amount of information and less ambiguous content,
thereby improving performance. The integration of different perspec-
tives on creativity and critical thinking has been identified as essential in
design [81]. Techniques specific to the application domain—in this case,
design thinking and creativity—are instrumental to that goal.

The WordNet-based dynamic semantic network method reliably ex-
tracts quantitative data from transcribed English texts. The analyzed text
could be the work of several authors and may reflect the information
exchange between individuals in a social context. This makes the
method easily reusable for researchers in the humanities, as language
provides raw data for the study of a wide range of cognitive processes in
a variety of social settings. Investing efforts in translating English
WordNet into other languages would also enable this method to be
applied to cultural studies.

5.4. Limitations of the study

Recordings from design seminars in commercial companies are
difficult to obtain, and the conditions under which recordings are per-
formed are beyond the control of individual researchers. Nevertheless,
the organizers of DTRS12 were able to collect and provide valuable
design seminar data from five Korean companies. This allowed us to
implement dynamic semantic networks to assess the association be-
tween divergent thinking and design creativity in a company context.
The main comparison in the DTRS12 dataset that could be subjected to
meaningful statistical analysis is between specialized design roles and
design managers or between designers in large and small companies.
Although several semantic measures, including abstraction, polysemy,
and information content, exhibited statistically significant changes in
our analyses, our understanding could undoubtedly benefit from further
research to enhance the generalizability of the reported findings given
the limited sample size of the DTRS12 dataset. One way to expand our
findings is to collect more data from design conversations during the
creation of actual consumer products and include companies from other
countries. This would help in the assessment of possible cultural dif-
fences in design thinking [82] and help determine whether perceived
hierarchies (cf. Hofstede’s power distance [83]) in the workshops may
have influenced the reports of individual design processes.

6. Conclusions

The temporal dynamics of the semantic measures of abstraction,
polysemy, and information content afforded us insight into how design
and creativity issues are understood and possibly evolve in the course of
design thinking and discussions about design. From the constructed
sematic networks of the two seminars, we quantified changes in abstraction, polysemy, information content, and overall semantic similarity in the conversations. The results indicated that the individual design-thinking processes of design managers in the seminar with four companies exhibited significant differences in the dynamics of abstraction, polysemy, and information content compared to specialized designers in the seminar with the design center of single company. The decrease in polysemy and abstraction and the increase in information content of the conversations about design in the seminar with the four companies demonstrates that the design thinking of design managers is focused on more concrete design issues, with a higher amount of information and less ambiguous content at the end. Company size was not a factor that affected the amount of divergent thinking, which was quantified through a decrease in semantic similarity over time, lending support to the conclusion that designers in both large and small companies are equally creative.
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